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Abstract — The objective approaches of 3D image and video quality assessment play an important
role in a variety of image processing applications. A new methodology for objective image quality
assessment (IQA) with multi-metric fusion(MMF) is employed. There is no single method that can
give the best performance for all the images. So we are going for multi-metric fusion method.To
achieve MMF score we use regression approach. The new MMF score is set to be the non-linear
combination of scores from multiple methods with suitable weights obtained by the training process.
The distorted images are classified according to the distortion types and perform regression approach
which is called “context-dependent MMF”. The additional new challenges faced by 3D image
quality assessment are asymmetric stereo compression, depth perception and virtual view synthesis
than its 2D counterparts. These challenges are not faced by most commonly used 2D metrics (e.g.,
PSNR and SSIM).This is verified by the low correlation between the objective and subjective
measures (MOSs). Besides 2D-metrics, the binocular integration behaviors—the binocular
combination and binocular frequency integration are used as the measures for stereoscopic 3D image
with MMF. The proposed MMF method using support vector regression outperforms a large number
of existing IQA methods and can be used for both Color-Plus-Depth 3D images well.
Keywords— Binocular Vision, Binocular brightness combination, Human Visual System(HVS),
MS-SSIM, PSNR, Stereoscopic 3D Image, UQI, VSNR,WSNR,MMF,SVR.
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of digital image and video processing deals with signals that are meant to convey
reproduction of visual information for human consumption. Image quality assessment plays an
important role in various image processing applications. A great deal of effort has been made in
recent years to develop objective image quality metrics that correlate with perceived quality
measurement. Unfortunately, only limited success has been achieved. Measuring the quality of
stereoscopic 3D video is gaining importance, with an increasing amount of content being produced
and consumed in 3D. As the technology becomes more widely adopted and mature, quality issues
rise to the forefront of concerns. Quality issues for images and traditional 2D video have been
studied quite extensively and commercial quality assurance (QA) tools are already being deployed to
monitor video quality in real time. Most of these tools are designed to pick out common spatial and
temporal distortions of the video resulting from compression and transmission. Generally Image
Quality Assessment (IQA) can be classified into two categories. They are Subjective and Objective
IQA. Subjective IQA is the ultimate evaluation for human visual system. But it’s not mostly
employed due to its high cost and complexity.
It’s not applicable to the automatic systems. So, we go for Objective IQA .In the Objective IQA
Mean Squared Error (MSE), which in turn derived the major similarity evaluation criteria (i.e.,
PSNR) for image/video compression standards. The traditional 2D objective metrics are suitable
only for addressing the stereo images with Symmetric-Stereo compression. The perfect symmetric
quality scenario is very unusual to be found in practical a stereo image which makes the traditional
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2D objective metrics do not work well in 3D IQA. This work revisits the physiological findings in
HVS and proposes a binocular integration behavior based computational framework for dealing with
the challenges arisen in 3D IQA. The results demonstrate that significant improvement in
performance consistencies between the proposed FI-metrics and the corresponding subjective MOS’s
can be achieved for both picture quality and depth quality assessments, even if the stereo images are
synthesized from another stereo images. These binocular behaviors shed a light on a new paradigm
for the developments of IQA on 3D images/videos.
II.WORK OF 3D IQA MODELS
There are many emerging research works of 3D IQA model for Stereoscopic images/videos.
Furthermore, we propose a new philosophy in designing image quality metrics: The main function of
the human eyes is to extract structural information from the viewing field, and the human visual
system is highly adapted for this purpose. Therefore, a measurement of structural distortion should
be a good approximation of perceived image distortion. It can be classified into two categories:
Color Information Only:
A multiple channel model is adopted to estimate the stereoscopic image quality assessment. The
perceptual distortion of a stereo video is computed in DWT domain. Extracted edge information is
used in Reduced reference (RR) quality assessment. A learning based quality metric
,StSD(Stereoscopic Structural Distortion) was proposed to address the quality assessment for
symmetric or asymmetric video compressions (eg: HEVC) which is the State-Of-Art 3D IQA model
for 3D video compression.
Color plus Disparity Information
The overall 3D perceptual quality is evaluated from the quality of color images and disparity maps.
The binocular rivalry issues by modeling the binocular suppression behaviors. The No-Reference
(NR) 3D IQA was addressed and the performance of research works is comparable and even better
than Full-Reference (FR) 3D IQA models.
III. RELATED STUDIES ON BINOCULAR VISUAL SYSTEM
The new 3 challenges come from the interactions between the two eyes, a better understanding of the
physiological studies is necessary for the binocular vision. It consists of the two path ways. Three
Modules in the quality assessment of the stereoscopic images. They are:
1. Visual pathways of Binocular visual system
2. Binocular Brightness Combination
1.Visual pathways of Binocular visual system:
They describe (1) the visual response of two eyes,(2)the binocular combination behaviors in the
visual pathways, (3)the visual information representations.
Dorsal Stream:
The dorsal stream is the downstream of the physical vision. It starts from V1 to V5.Its employed for
about visual guided actions.
Ventral Stream:
The ventral stream starts from V1 to V4.Its employed for perception and visual guided actions.
V1 transmits the two streams of visual information to extrastriate visual cortex. Streams have
different contributions to stereopsis perception and to the other visual information.The ventral stream
has neurons that specifically respond to and help to analyse 3D Binocular Disparity.
V2 deals with relative binocular disparity detection.V3 deals with velocity, color, orientation and
disparity. V4 deals with Perception and recognition.V5 deals visual guided actions.
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Fig.1. A Simplified illustration of ventral and dorsal stream for neural processing of visual
information in brain.
2.Binocular Brightness Combination:
When the input brightness is asymmetric in both eyes there are some binocular behaviors
brightness occurs for eg., Fechner’s paradox , Cyclopean perception.
Fechner’s Paradox:
This describes the phenomenon that when a bright light is applied to one eye then it appears less
bright when a dim light is applied to the another eye simultaneously.
Cyclopean Perception:
The cyclopean perception is just the common vision behavior in our daily life.When the two
eyes looks at an object it appears as a single image in the brain.
There are many models employed in binocular brightness combination.They are: Eyeweighting model, Quadratic Summation model, Vector Summation model, Neural Network model,
Gain-Control theory model.
Visual Information Processing From V1 to V4:
The disparity detection occurs in V1 region by neuron activities on cats. Further experiments are
conducted in monkey with normal and anti-correlated Random Dot Stereogram (RDS).Binocular
Frequency Integration behaviors is just the binocular related physiological discoveries.
Binocular combination neural behavior:
Many physiological findings about the asymmetric binocular brightness behaviors are necessary
for the quality assessment of the asymmetric stereo compression.
The research work used the luminance and contrast masking to derive the just-noticeabledifference (JND) model. The detection ability can be increased in binocular vision and the binocular
discrimination will converge to monocular .
Binocular Rivalry:
It’s a perceptual effect that occurs when two eyes view mismatched images at the same retinal
locations. The term mismatched represents the stimuli received by two eyes are sufficiently different
from each other to cause match failures.
Binocular Suppression:
Binocular visual signal is a spatial patchwork of monocular input. In spatial region vision is
dominated by either one eye or the other.
No binocular rivalry occurs when the binocular suppression is experienced.
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IV. THE PROPOSED COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK
A new methodology for objective image quality assessment(IQA) with multi-metric fusion(MMF)
is illustrated in this project. To achieve MMF, we adopt a regression approach (eg., Support Vector
Regression (SVR)). The new MMF score is said to be the non-linear combination of the scores from
the multiple methods with suitable weights obtained by the training process.
First, we collect a number of image quality evaluation methods. Then, we set the new MMF Score
to be the non-linear combination of the scores from multiple methods with suitable weighting
coefficient.The weights can be clearly obtained by the regression approach.
Although it is possible to perform MMF independently of image distortion types,the assessment
result can be improved if we take image distortion types into account.To be more specific, we divide
image distortion types into several major groups(ie., context) and perform regression within each
group.One that is independent of the distortion types that’s called as “Context-free MMF” and the
one depending on the distortion types is called as “Context-dependent MMF”. The proposed CDMMF system consist of two steps: 1) Context determination and 2) MMF for a given context.
SUPPORT VECTOR REGRESSION (SVR)
To develop the MMF method that handles all image distortion types and extents, we would
like to integrate the scores obtained from multiple quality indices into one score.SVR is employed
due to its relatively superior performance. This can be applied not only to classification problems but
also to the case of regression, still it contains all main features that characterize maximum margin
algorithm. A non-linear function is leaned by linear learning machine mapping into high dimensional
kernel induce feature score.
Suppose we have a set of training data {(x1, y1), (x2,y2), . . . , (xm, ym)}, where xi ∈ Rn is a
feature vector, and yi ∈ R is the target output. In ε support vector regression (ε-SVR) , we want to
find a linear function,
f (x) = (w, x) + b = wT x + b
where w-weight, b-bias .
V.BLOCK DIAGRAM

The two images ie., left eye image and right eye image is given to the compression block. There its
compressed into a single image and we obtain a 3D image. Then the gray scale value MSE and the
2D metric parameters are calculated for each image. The results are compared with the proposed
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metric and the quality of an image is calculated.
VI.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The experimental results are calculated individually for the left and the right eye image. The
reference image is compared with the left eye image and right eye image separately and the 2D
metrics are calculated and combined with binocular integration behaviors to determine the quality of
asymmetric stereo image. The subjective data collection, denoted as CML database. Then we denote
demonstrate various performance evaluations of proposed FI-Metric on the CML database in the
following metrics.

Fig 2: Left eye images of the test data.The 2-view configurations in MPEG CfP on 3DVC for each
one of the test images.
The experimental results consists of the following stages.They are illustrated below:

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)
Fig 3:(a) The input left eye image and the reference image ,(b) Resized left eye image and the
reference image, (c) 3D Disparity values for the two images, (d) Depth map (e) Squared error image
Then the experimental results for the 2D-metric such as SNR, Normalised absolute error,
PSNR,VSNR,SNR,UQI, are calculated for the binocular integration behaviors separately for left and
right eyes and then combined for both the eyes.
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VII .CONCLUSION
Quality Assessment plays an important role in image processing applications.QA can be achieved by
subjective and objective metrics.Since the subjective metric is complex and high cost objective
metric is employed in QA.They are widely used in compression, communication, printing, analysis,
registration, restoration and enhancement. A new methodology for objective image quality
assessment (IQA) with multi-metric fusion(MMF) is employed. There is no single method that can
give the best performance for all the images. So we are going for multi-metric fusion method .To
achieve MMF score we use regression approach. The new MMF score is set to be the non-linear
combination of scores from multiple methods with suitable weights obtained by the training process.
Inorder to improve the regression results further, divide distorted images into three to five groups
based on distortion types and perform regression within each group, which is called “context@IJMTER-2015, All rights Reserved
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dependent MMF”.Besides 2D-metrics, the binocular integration behaviors—the binocular
combination and binocular frequency integration are used as the measures for stereoscopic 3D image
with MMF. The proposed MMF method using support vector regression outperforms a large number
of existing IQA methods and can be used for both Color-Plus-Depth 3D images well.The result is
good even if only three quality assessment methods are included in the fusion process.
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